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Be a Community
Leader and
Did you know nearly 10% of the available seats weren’t filed for at
the filing deadline in the last school board election?
We need people like you to Get On Board and become a voice for
public education.
We all know someone. A neighbor. A relative. A friend. A coworker.
It’s time to get them involved in their local school district to help
advocate for public education and improve student achievement.

Find out how you can help.

Visit masb.org/GetOnBoard today!

EXECUTIVE
NOTE

INVESTING IN THE FUTURE
OF SCHOOL BOARDS
By Don Wotruba, CAE

What will the school board
member of 2036 need from
his/her association to be
successful? Do we know if the
locally elected school board
governance model will even
exist 20 years from now? I
don’t think we can answer
either question definitively,
but there are some steps
your Association is taking to
carry us into the future. Here
are a few changes you can
anticipate seeing from MASB
over the next year:
Clearly, we have seen a
tremendous jump in the
amount of knowledge needed
to effectively govern a school
district and we can expect
that need for knowledge and
information to continue to
grow. MASB has been regularly
adding to its knowledgebank—
introducing new Board
Member Certification classes,
as well as services like the

board self-assessment and
superintendent evaluation,
and evolving communication
methods. To best prepare
you and your school board for
the future, your Association
is investing in ways to further
evolve these resources and
services so they are right at
your fingertips.
To distill both what you need
to know and where to get it,
MASB will be enhancing its
certification program and
modifying its website. The
focus of the certification
program enhancements will
be to tie our classes into best
practices and research where
it is available. Additionally, we
will bring forward a new online
learning platform to meet the
needs of all board members,
including those who can’t get
away as often as they would
like for a face-to-face learning
experience or who prefer to
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learn online. We’ll be modifying
the website to be more of a
knowledge management tool—
kind of like the “Google” of
school governance information
so you can easily find the
resources you need.
Additionally, as we look to the
future, finding the right people
to serve is imperative. In this
election year, a concerted
grassroots effort needs to be
made to attract civic-minded,
student-focused individuals to
serve on school boards. To that
end, MASB has provided you
with recruitment tools for this
year’s school board elections.
The Get on Board campaign
is intended to fill every open
school board member seat with
people like you—individuals
who are interested in
supporting their community
and working to make it
better. For this campaign to
be successful, we need your

help. The toolkit provides
suggestions for who to reach
out to, as well as ways to
connect with these individuals.
There are materials that
explain what the expectations
are for school board members
and what steps they need to
take to file as a candidate.
Initiatives such as this could
be factors in deciding whether
locally elected boards still
govern in 20 years. We look
forward to seeing you and your
community Get on Board.
Don Wotruba, CAE is MASB’s
Executive Director, and can be
reached at dwotruba@masb.org or
517.327.5900.
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AWARD WINNERS
ARMADA AREA SCHOOLS
#ACCEPTED

The SET SEG Foundation partnered with
MASB to award $25,000 to 10 Michigan
public school programs. These winners
have created opportunities, taught
valuable skills, encouraged civic
responsibility and changed lives.

THANK YOU for being leaders in

public education and making a positive
impact on the lives of students.

CALUMET-LAURIUM-KEWEENAW PUBLIC SCHOOLS
3D Printing in the STEM Curriculum
CRESTWOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT
Power of Peers (POP Crew)
GRAND BLANC COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
Grand Blanc West Male Mentor Group
HILLSDALE ISD
Greenfield School All-Stars Garden Project
JOHANNESBURG-LEWISTON AREA SCHOOLS
Title 1 Literacy Book Bags
MIDLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
20-time
OTSEGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
LEGO Lab & Beyond
PORTAGE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PNMS Robotics
THREE RIVERS COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
Gusanitos Lectores

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

WHY IS SCHOOL BOARD
SERVICE IMPORTANT?
By Cindy Gansen, Genesee ISD &
Flushing Community Schools

November 2016 could yield a
turnover of 1,000 school board
members, as well as a high potential
for empty trustee seats. This apathy
of the value of serving can impact
local school board governance,
have financial implications, lead
to the erosion of local control and
is indicative of the unfortunate
climate of many communities.
Why is being a school trustee not
viewed as an important public
service? Children are our future
and their education is vital for
moving our state and country
forward. Has the view of public
education been tainted that badly?
Advocating for public education
is an important part of board
service. Paying attention to
legislation and the impact it can
have on our districts is critical.
Legislators rarely ask school
board members for advice
so being knowledgeable and
proactively communicating
with them is important. When
legislation includes reductions
in funding and services available
to districts, unfunded mandates,

or teaching and evaluation
implications to name a few, the
impact can be critical. “Stand
Up 4 Public Schools” has been
the theme of the National
School Boards Association and
should be one we all use to keep
communities advocating for
their local schools.
Equally as important as
advocacy is finding people
who may not be aware of this
opportunity to serve, but would
fill the role perfectly. At a recent
MASB meeting, we asked the
following questions of the Board
of Directors and received the
answers listed below each:
Why did you run for school board
service?
• Passion for education
• Belief in public education
• Giving back to my community
• Serve kids
• Improve the perception of
board work
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What role do you serve?
• Voice of the community/
ambassador
• Accountability
• Lifelong learning
• Mission, vision, policy,
governance
Why do you continue to run for
re-election?
• To make a difference in my
community
• Longevity of results/local
control
• Positive commitment
• Get results
I’m sure if you think about it,
you know a few people in your
community who feel this way
too. This is a critical time in
public education and the need for
passionate people who care about
the future is high! If you will have
open seats on your board this fall,
seek out individuals who support
other community projects, business
leaders, senior citizens…anyone
who is interested in preparing for
the future! Additionally, why don’t
we start developing the desire
to serve in our own students by

involving them at the board table as
student ambassadors?
Now is the time to share the
amazing student success stories
from your districts and the value
of public education with potential
candidates. Share how rewarding
it is to see the achievements,
smiles and pride of parents as
children succeed in meeting
their goals. It is an exciting time
in education as new curriculum,
teaching and learning methods
are introduced, and college and
career strategies are redefined.
Being a part of cutting-edge
technology, student-centered
learning, and the use of new tools
for tracking progress of students
and staff is truly amazing!
Encourage them to join you
and “Get on Board!” Tools and
resources are available at
www.masb.org/getonboard.
Cindy Gansen is MASB’s 2015-2016
President and can be reached at
cgansen02@gmail.com.
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helping
districts
succeed
•
•
•
•

energy efficiency rebates
simplified Billing and payments
custom energy solutions
dedicated Business specialists

call us for more information at 800-805-0490,
or visit consumersenergy.com/businessmatters

B7098

ASK
BRAD:

YOUR SCHOOL LAW
QUESTIONS ANSWERED

By Brad Banasik, J.D.

EACH ISSUE OF MASB’S LEADERBOARD FEATURES HYPOTHETICAL SCHOOL LAW QUESTIONS THAT ARE
SIMILAR TO THE QUESTIONS THAT THE MASB LEGAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT RECEIVES FROM MEMBERS.
THE ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS ARE INTENDED TO PROVIDE LEGAL INFORMATION AND ENHANCE SCHOOL
BOARD MEMBERS’ UNDERSTANDING OF SCHOOL LAW ISSUES BY EXPLAINING HOW LAWS OR COURT CASES
APPLY TO GIVEN SITUATIONS. IF YOU HAVE A SPECIFIC HYPOTHETICAL QUESTION THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO
SEE ANSWERED IN A FUTURE ISSUE, PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR QUESTION TO WEBMASTER@MASB.ORG.

TEACHER, STUDENT
E-COMMUNICATIONS
A school district’s policy
committee is working on a
policy for regulating electronic
communications involving
teachers and students. A
committee member suggests a
complete ban on texting and
social networking interactions
between teachers and students. If
adopted, would the ban withstand
a legal challenge?
A legal challenge against the ban
would likely involve a claim that
it violates the First Amendment
rights of teachers. Nationally,
proposed policies and laws that
would have broadly restricted
the electronic communications
between students and teachers
have resulted in lawsuits
challenging the constitutionality
of the restrictions. In Florida,
a local education association
challenged a proposed policy
governing how teachers use
social networking websites.
The policy required teachers
to get written permission

from parents if they wanted to
communicate with students on
social networking websites or by
electronic communications.
Additionally, in Missouri,
a law that limited online
communications between
teachers and students was
repealed after a judge temporarily
blocked the implementation of
the law, declaring that it “would
have had a chilling effect” on
free speech rights guaranteed
under the U.S. Constitution. The
repealed law was replaced by one
that requires school districts
to develop their own policies
on the use of electronic media
between teachers and students
in order to prevent improper
communications.
The aforementioned lawsuits
and others primarily claim that
broad restrictions on electronic
communications between
teachers and students infringe
on protected speech. The U.S.
Supreme Court has recognized
that teachers and government
employees do not lose their
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First Amendment protection
by virtue of becoming a public
employee. However, teachers’
First Amendment rights are
limited. The U.S. Supreme
Court has also acknowledged
that school districts and other
government employers have a
legitimate regulatory interest in
limiting the words and actions
of their employees. When a
teacher’s communications
materially and substantially
threaten the efficiency of a school
district’s operations, that speech
may be regulated by policy. But,
the policy cannot encroach
on protected speech while
regulating communications
to further the interest of,
for example, preventing
inappropriate relationships
between teachers and students.
Thus, a policy that establishes an
absolute ban on texting, social
networking interactions and
other electronic communications
between teachers and students
could constitute a prior restraint
on the speech of teachers. Such a
broad prohibition could exclude

more speech than is necessary to
further a school district’s interest
in establishing boundaries to
maintain appropriate studentteacher relationships.
A more measured approach
to addressing electronic
communications between
teachers and students would
include adopting detailed and
specific guidelines that narrowly
define the scope of restrictions
on the communications, and
allow for educationally related
electronic communications
between teachers and students
that are likely protected under
the First Amendment.
Brad Banasik, J.D., is MASB’s Legal
Counsel/Director of Labor Relations
& Policy, and can be reached at
bbanasik@masb.org or 517.327.5929.
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Vaccinations

Vaccination is a Choice
By Suzanne Waltman
This year has brought a great deal of
attention to mandated vaccines for school
children. Fueled by an overzealous health
department and aided by the media, it has
unfortunately brought about what feels
like an indictment of those children whose
parents exercise their legal right to a vaccine
exemption in this state. It is our position
that all Michiganders should have the legal
right to make their own health care choices,
without penalty or discrimination.
First and foremost, an exemption means
you opt out of one or more mandated
vaccines. Very few opt out of all vaccines,
yet waiver rates are used by the health
department to depict a high-risk
population that is a threat to themselves
and to those that are vaccinated, despite
the fact that the majority of vaccinetargeted illnesses occur in vaccinated
individuals and most children with waivers
do not contract these diseases.1 There are
more susceptible vaccinated children who
never obtain or lose immunity then there
are children who are unvaccinated.
Vaccines are not without risk, and where
there is risk there must always be choice.
In 2011, the U.S. Supreme Court described
vaccines as ‘UNAVOIDABLY UNSAFE’2 and
our federal government created a “Vaccine
Court” in the U.S. Court of Claims, where
citizens may be compensated for vaccine
injuries.3 This court was established in
1986 as part of the National Childhood
Vaccine Injury Act. This was thought
necessary because vaccine manufacturers
and doctors were relieved of any liability
for injuries caused by vaccinations at that
time. The fund has paid out more than $3.3
billion in compensation to injured children
and adults.4
10
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A new Michigan Department of Health and
Human Services rule, which effectively
nullified an existing 40-year-old Michigan
statute, requires a parent speak with a
government health department worker,
undergo a line of questioning about their
religious beliefs and medical choices for
their children and be indoctrinated on the
benefits of vaccination, but not the risks,
before they can exercise their exemption.
This rule, toted as taking the burden off
schools, has actually led to more burdens
on schools in tracking “valid” exemptions
and resulted in the unnecessary denial of
education to students across the state.

across the state by local and state
agencies. Both parents and schools should
be wary of these new requirements and
protect the right of all children to flourish
in the educational setting without regard
to their vaccination status. Michigan for
Vaccine Choice believes it is the natural,
fundamental right of parents to determine
and direct the care, teaching and education
of their children, and these beliefs are
supported in law by the state of Michigan.
Suzanne Waltman is the President of Michigan
for Vaccine Choice, and can be reached at
momvaccines@gmail.com or 586.447.2418.

Another MDHHS rule, which also conflicts
with existing state statutes, now gives the
local health officer unfettered authority
to exclude healthy unvaccinated students
from school indefinitely when their
classmate(s) contracts a communicable
disease. No massive outbreak or public
health emergency is needed to deny a
child an education for weeks to months,
often for as few as one case of chickenpox
in the school. This draconian measure has
been enforced across the state, despite the
fact that up to 82% of chickenpox infections
in Michigan are in fully vaccinated children.1
This rule is punitive; children miss out on
education, no homebound services are
provided and parents must arrange child
care or miss work for three or more weeks.
This rule is also an unfunded mandate for
schools. Lake Orion Community Schools
estimated it cost the district $11,000 to
comply with an exclusion required by the
local health department for one case of
chickenpox in the high school last year.5
This is no longer solely a vaccination
issue—it is an assault on parental rights

1

Michigan for Vaccine Choice. (2015). Vaccination
Status of Individuals Who Contract VaccineTargeted Illnesses. Retrieved from https://
michiganvaccinechoice.org/wp-content/
uploads/2015/08/Michigan-Infections-VaccinationRates.pdf

2

Supreme Court of the United States. (2011, Feb.
22) Bruesewitz et al. v. Wyeth LLC, FKA Wyeth,
Inc., et al. Slip Opinion. Retrieved from www.
supremecourt.gov/opinions/10pdf/09-152.pdf

3

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
(2016, February). National Vaccine Injury
Compensation Program. Retrieved from www.hrsa.
gov/vaccinecompensation/index.html

4

U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services. (2016, Jan. 1). National Vaccine Injury
Compensation Program Data Report. Retrieved
from www.hrsa.gov/vaccinecompensation/
vicpmonthlyreport01012016.pdf

5

Peters, Meg. (2015, June 3). District to invoice
OC Health Dept. over $11k for chicken pox
case. Lake Orion Review. Retrieved from www.
lakeorionreview.com/Articles-News-c-2015-06-03258650.113121-sub-District-to-invoice-OC-HealthDept-over-11k-for-chicken-pox-case.html
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SHOULD CHILDREN BE FORCED TO GET VACCINATED BEFORE ATTENDING PUBLIC SCHOOLS?
SHOULD PARENTS HAVE A SAY IN WHICH VACCINES THEIR CHILDREN ARE GIVEN?
ARE THERE GREATER HEALTH RISKS TO THE COMMUNITY IF PARENTS CHOOSE TO OPT-OUT?
WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO PROTECT OUR KIDS?
POINT/COUNTERPOINT OFFERS TWO DIFFERENT VIEWS AND LETS YOU DECIDE.*

Protecting Your Children and Your Community
By Amy Zaagman

Vaccines are one of the most successful
public health tools for preventing disease
and death. Childhood immunizations
protect our kids from dangerous,
infectious diseases like measles, mumps
and whooping cough. Because of their
developing immune systems and exposure
in settings like school and daycare,
children and infants are especially
vulnerable to vaccine-preventable
diseases.
It’s critical to protect us all—especially
school-aged children—through
immunizations.
Infants who are too young to be fully
vaccinated, children with compromised
immune systems and those who cannot
be fully vaccinated while undergoing
treatments are not protected from many
preventable diseases.
When a critical portion of a community is
immunized against a contagious disease,
most members of the community are
protected against that disease because
there is little opportunity for an outbreak.
Even those who can’t be vaccinated get
some protection because the spread of the
contagious disease is contained—this is
what’s often referred to as “herd immunity.”
Herd immunity is especially critical for
individuals such as cancer patients,
who cannot be fully vaccinated while
undergoing treatment, and children with
compromised immune systems.
Here in Michigan, our nonmedical waiver
rates for the immunizations required for
school entry were getting dangerously high.

In 2014, 5.3% of Michigan kindergartners
had been exempted for one or more
vaccines required for school entry.
Michigan ranked sixth from the bottom
compared to other states’ kindergarten
immunization waiver rates.1
Diseases once nearly eradicated, such as
measles and whooping cough, are making
a dangerous comeback. There were 1,424
reported cases of whooping cough in 2014
in Michigan—a 44% increase since 2013.2
In response to this alarming trend, the
Michigan Department of Health and
Human Services implemented a rule
change in January 2015 for anyone
seeking a nonmedical waiver for school
entry. Parents and guardians are required
to receive balanced information about the
benefits and risks of immunizations from
their local public health department when
requesting a nonmedical waiver. These
waivers are still granted, but the new
rule ensures parents and guardians have
factual information as they make critical
health decisions that impact their families
and communities.
The results thus far: waiver rates
plummeted by more than 35% statewide
in 2015. Thanks to this common sense
reform, Michigan’s waiver rate has
dropped from 4.8 to only 3.1%.3
Waiver rates dropped in every region of
the state, several by more than 50%. In
Grand Traverse County—where schools
were closed in recent years due to the fear
of outbreaks—the waiver rate dropped
33.7%. Overall, 2015 saw 7,600 fewer
childhood immunization waiver requests
across the state.4

Rising immunization rates means safer,
healthier Michigan kids, and it ensures
our school environments can be made
safer for everyone.
Parents who feel their decisions about
immunizations only impact their child need
to consider the impact they actually have
on their community when they remove
their child from the immunized “herd.” With
strong immunizations rates, our schools
can be safer environments for all children.
Amy Zaagman is the Executive Director of the
Michigan Council for Maternal and Child Health,
and can be reached at azaagman@mcmch.org or
517.482.4807.
1

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Vaccination Coverage Among Children in
Kindergarten—United States, 2014–15 School
Year. Retrieved from www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/
mmwrhtml/mm6433a2.htm

2

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 2013
Final Pertussis Surveillance Report. www.cdc.gov/
pertussis/downloads/pertuss-surv-report-2013.
pdf and 2014 Final Pertussis Surveillance Report.
Retrieved from www.cdc.gov/pertussis/downloads/
pertuss-surv-report-2014.pdf

3

Michigan Department of Community Health,
Division of Immunization (2016, March 31).
Immunization Status of School Children in 2015.
Retrieved from www.michigan.gov/documents/
mdch/School_Summary_2014_483316_7.pdf

4

Michigan Department of Health &
Human Services. (2016, March 31). County
Immunization Report Cards. Retrieved from
mdhhs/0,5885,7-339-73971-4911-4914-38361321114--,00.9712

*The views in Point/Counterpoint are those of the participants and do not necessarily reflect the views of MASB.
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DISTRICT DEMOGRAPHICS
Location: Livingston, Oakland and
Washtenaw Counties
Size: 7,658 students (PreK-12)
Board Members and Terms of Service:
Steven E. Brummer, President (2010-2016)
Amy M. McCusker, Vice President (2012-2020)
Carrie L. Hanshaw, Secretary (2013-2018)
Randall Clark, Treasurer (2015-2020)
Anthony R. Abbate, Trustee (2015-2020)
Justin S. Gusick, Trustee (2012-2016)
Michele Y. Lurz, Trustee (2015-2016)
Website: www.slcs.us

DIS T RIC T SP O T L IG H T

SOUTH LYON COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
DESCRIBE YOUR BOARD’S LEADERSHIP
STYLE IN ONE WORD.
Transparent and visible—sorry two words!

WHAT ARE YOUR DISTRICT’S MOST
PRESSING CHALLENGES?
As amazing as it sounds in Michigan
today, our biggest challenge is the growth
that we are experiencing here in South
Lyon Community Schools, and preparing
proactively for this growth in terms of
facilities, staffing and resources. We
increased our enrollment by 5% last year
and are expecting similar growth rates in
the future.

YOUR BIGGEST ACCOMPLISHMENT(S) AS A
SCHOOL BOARD?

of education partnering with administration
to oversee the use of bond proceeds for our
facility improvements, technology and our
new school that will open fall 2017, Pearson
Elementary.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE MASB PRODUCT OR
SERVICE?
The weekly MASB News From the Capitol
is informative and well written describing
potential and current legislation and its
impact on public education and our local
district.
If you would like to recommend your district to be
featured in a future District Spotlight, please send an
email to webmaster@masb.org.

The passing of a $64.4 million bond issue
last May, and the ongoing work of the board
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FILLING
IN THE
CRACKS:

According to the Centers for Disease
Control, up to 20% of children in the
United States experience a mental
disorder in a given year.1 For children
who need specialized instruction, their
Individualized Education Program
should address their disability and the
services needed to provide an appropriate
education. There are children, however,
who do not require specialized instruction,
but who do need accommodations in order
to help them succeed in school. Federal law
gives schools a statutory framework that
can guide district officials in helping their
students with mental disabilities, even
when those students do not qualify for
special education.

What sorts of students
have mental disabilities,
but aren’t required to be in
special education?
To qualify for special education services
under the Individuals With Disabilities
Education Act, a child must have a
disability that is enumerated in the statute
and needs specially designed instruction as
a result of that disability.

Serving Students With
Mental Disorders Outside
Special Education
By Kacie Kefgen, J.D.

Some of the most common mental health
diagnoses in children include attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder, major
depression, bipolar and anxiety. While
these disorders might create additional
challenges for students to learn, they may
not be so serious that they require a child
to have a specially designed program.

Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973
This section of federal statute offers civil
rights protections to people with physical
or mental disabilities.2 It preceded the
Americans With Disabilities Act and
only applies to entities that receive federal
funds, including almost all public schools.
Section 504 defines people with
disabilities as, “…any person who (A) has
a physical or mental impairment which
substantially limits one or more of such
person’s major life activities, (B) has a
record of such an impairment, or (C) is
regarded as having such an impairment.”3
Major life activities include, but are not
limited to, many things that a student

14
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would do in a typical school
setting—seeing, hearing, speaking,
eating, walking, learning, reading,
thinking, communicating, caring
for oneself and performing manual
tasks.4
If a student has such a disability,
the school district is required to
provide that student with a free
appropriate public education. 5
So long as the student does not
receive special education services,
the student must have a Section
504 plan to meet the FAPE
requirement. If the student does
receive special education services,
that student’s IEP is sufficient to
meet the FAPE requirement.
For instance, a student who
requires a wheelchair to get
around, but who has no other
disabilities, should likely have a
Section 504 plan. A student who
has Down syndrome and uses a
wheelchair should have an IEP.
Likewise, a student who has a
mental disorder that limits his
ability to concentrate, but does not
need special education services,
could need a Section 504 plan.

How Eligibility is
Determined
A committee of school employees
will meet to review existing
information about the student
to determine whether s/he
should have a 504 plan. A variety
of information can be used,
including standardized tests,
student grade history, teacher
recommendations, health
records (if provided), previous
interventions and more.6 If
the Section 504 committee
concludes that a student is
eligible for Section 504 services,
it will then work to develop a
plan that provides reasonable
accommodations or services to
assist the student. Plans will vary
by level of intervention as well as
frequency. Some children may
need a plan that addresses daily
needs, while others may only need
accommodation intermittently.

Section 504 plans for children
with a mental disorder might
include preferential seating in the
classroom, allowing a child to
leave class early to avoid crowded
hallways during passing periods,
allowing increased time to take
tests or providing a separate
location for testing.

Is Your District in
Compliance?
To ensure students are getting the
Section 504 protection they are
entitled to, it is important for school
districts to have workable policies
in place to ensure that students
who are eligible are identified and
provided with a plan that helps
them overcome the hurdles they
face. If you are in doubt, call or
email your district’s legal counsel.
That quick contact might protect
the district from liability, and more
importantly, ensure that a student
with a disability does not fall
through the cracks.
Kacie Kefgen, J.D., is MASB’s Assistant
Director of Labor Relations and
Legal Services, and can be reached at
kkefgen@masb.org or 517.327.5914.
1

Mental Health Surveillance
Among Children—United States,
2005–2011. www.cdc.gov/mmwr/
preview/mmwrhtml/su6202a1.
htm?s_cid=su6202a1_w.

2

29 USCA § 701 et seq. (West).

3

42 USCA § 12102 (West).

4

Id.

5

A student who “has a record of such
impairment” or “regarded as having
such and impairment” may not trigger
the Section 504 plan requirement. See
“Frequently Asked Questions About
Section 504 and the Education of
Children With Disabilities.” Office
of Civil Rights. www2.ed.gov/about/
offices/list/ocr/504faq.html.

6

34 CFR § 104.35
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IMPROVING
EDUCATIONAL
OUTCOMES FOR
CHILDREN IN
POVERTY
REQUIRES AN INVISIBLE
COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE
By Ruby K. Payne, Ph.D.
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Reprinted with permission of The Hamilton Project.1

One of the most common phenomena in the school business is
when a district gets a fabulous superintendent who hires a great
set of principals and the test scores shoot up in the district. The
school board is supportive of the superintendent. The inequity
in achievement by race and socioeconomic class is significantly
reduced. Then the superintendent retires or takes a job with a
larger district. Within three years many of the principals are gone,
and the district test scores drop, inequity resurfaces and the
board starts fighting. This pattern happens over and over again.
But not in every community. Why? Because some communities
have an invisible infrastructure that prevents this from
happening. And what is that infrastructure? It’s a set of
networked adults across lines of socioeconomic class and
race who work together to ensure positive outcomes in the
community. Where are these infrastructures most prevalent? In
communities where adults are educated and their resources are
largely stable. Where are they least prevalent? In communities
of high poverty (resources are largely unstable) with many
uneducated or undereducated adults.

AN ANALOGY
If the state legislature wanted to lower highway fatalities, it would
test and license drivers, inspect vehicles and improve the roads. In
the 1960s, there was a man in California who insisted that if white
lines would be painted on the roads, there would be fewer fatalities.
No one would listen to him. So he took his own money and painted
white lines on a 20-mile stretch of the highway that would become
Interstate-5. Highway fatalities dropped in that area. Now all states
paint white lines on the road.
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If we wanted to improve educational outcomes, we would test
students, certify educators and inspect schools. But we do little
about the “roads”—which are the “neighborhood effects”—
neighborhoods without the invisible infrastructure that enables the
environment of students to be stable enough to learn. We pretend
that neighborhood effects do not exist and we blame the educators
and schools. That is analogous to blaming a driver for having an
accident on a road with sinkholes, missing bridges and washouts.
What are the neighborhood effects in unstable, uneducated
neighborhoods? They include violence, drugs and addiction, early
pregnancy, gangs, homicides, abuse, prison, hunger, lead paint,
pollution, human trafficking, limited access to language (Hart &
Risley), and uneducated and undereducated adults. In short, the
“roads” are very unsafe, often impassable. What is missing is the
invisible community infrastructure.
The U.S. spends $88 billion annually on roads, highways and
bridges according to The Road Information Program.2 Yet there
are still fatalities. Can you imagine the number of deaths if the
roads weren’t repaired at all? What if we said to citizens, “If you
want good roads, you will have to do it yourself?” No, we don’t
say that because we understand how crippling it would be for the
economy as a whole if there was not an infrastructure of roads.

SO WHY DO WE IGNORE NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS? WHY DO WE
PRETEND THEY DO NOT EXIST? THERE IS SO MUCH EVIDENCE THAT
THEY DO EXIST.
Data from the National Assessment of Educational Progress
show that between 1996 and 2015, the gap in math
achievement between students eligible for free and reduced
SP RING 2016
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lunch and students who were not eligible did not narrow; in
fact, it widened, in spite of all of the technical interventions
mandated by the federal government in the last 20 years.3

THE SECOND MAIN REASON WE DON’T DEAL EFFECTIVELY WITH
NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS IS BECAUSE WE FIGHT ABOUT POVERTY’S
CAUSATION.

There is a tendency to think that the only way to address
neighborhood effects is money, yet we know there isn’t
enough money available. To be sure, multiple research studies
indicate that money alone will not do it.

In the research, there are four very well-researched bases about
what causes poverty. Unfortunately, these research bases have
been politicized.4

In the article “The Faces of Poverty” from the Stanford Social
Innovation Review, the authors state that there are two principal
approaches to poverty—one is technical and the other is
relational/cognitive.3 Furthermore, if you only do the technical
piece, they find that the efforts are not sustainable. As soon
as the money goes away, the neighborhood goes back to the
thinking and behaviors it had before the technical intervention.
Under the federal legislation in the last eight years, we have spent
billions of dollars on “technical approaches:” teacher evaluation,
testing, technology, etc., but very little has changed. Why? We
did virtually nothing with the relational/cognitive approach of the
adults in our community. We did little to address the cognitive
understandings and realities of high-poverty neighborhoods.

If you are on the political right, you likely think it’s about individual
choices and human and social capital in the community (i.e.,
jobs). If you are on the political left, you probably think it’s about
exploitation (racism, sexism, predators) and political/economic
structures. So then communities fight. For example:
• “I am not giving more money to the schools. If those parents
would just do what’s right, we wouldn’t have this problem.”
• “There aren’t enough jobs for our parents to stay stable, so
let’s put money there, not in the schools.”
• “We aren’t going to get anywhere in this community until we
address the debilitating impact of racism.”
• “The system is rigged. Look at the cliff effects—when lowincome families start earning more money but then have
government assistance slashed. We have to address this
problem first.”

FOUR CAUSES OF POVERTY

1

3

4

Definition:

Definition:

Definition:

Research on the
choices, behaviors,
characteristics and habits
of people in poverty.

Research on
the resources
available to individuals,
communities and businesses.

Research on how
people in poverty are
exploited because they
are in poverty.

Sample topics:

Sample topics:

Sample topics:

Research on the
economic, political
and social policies at the
international, national, state
and local levels.

Dependence on welfare
Morality
Crime
Single parenthood
Breakup of families
Intergenerational
character traits
Work ethic
Racism and discrimination
Commitment to achievement
Spending habits
Addiction, mental illness,
domestic violence
Planning skills
Orientation to the future
Language experience

Intellectual capital
Social capital
Availability of jobs
Availability of well-paying jobs
Racism and discrimination
Availability and quality of
education
Adequate skill sets
Childcare for working families
Decline in neighborhoods
Decline in social morality
Urbanization
Suburbanization of
manufacturing
Middle class flight
City and regional planning

Drug trade
Racism and
discrimination
Payday lenders
Subprime lenders
Lease/purchase outlets
Gambling
Temporary work
Sweatshops
Sex trade
Internet scams
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Sample topics:
Globalization
Equity and growth
Corporate influence on
legislators
Declining middle class
De-industrialization
Job loss
Decline of unions
Taxation patterns
Salary ratio of CEO to
line worker
Immigration patterns
Economic disparity
Racism and discrimination
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The reality is this: All four factors cause poverty. Poverty is
largely an environmental condition. When resources are scarce,
the whole environment becomes unstable. Poverty is larger than
any given institutions; it is a community issue.

GOOD NEWS: WE CAN ADDRESS NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS
We have done it with 40,000+ adults in high-poverty
neighborhoods across the United States and around the
world with a program called Getting Ahead in a Just-Gettin’-By
World and through the creation of Bridges Communities. We
have 300+ communities in the U.S. that are creating this
infrastructure across socioeconomic and racial lines.

Michigan Facts
The Michigan League for Public Policy releases annually
a Kids Count in Michigan Data Book with analyses and
evaluations of the well-being of children in the state.
Following are statistics from the 2016 release:

Child poverty

has gone up in 80
of 83 Michigan counties since 2006.

SO WHAT IS THIS INFRASTRUCTURE?
Just like electricity or cable TV/Internet access, while largely
invisible, they create the “grid” that makes the community much
more viable, livable and productive. Just as cell phone service
(both technical and relational) has a tremendous infrastructure,
largely invisible, it is critical to the productivity of the country.
Equally essential is an infrastructure (yes, largely invisible) that
addresses neighborhood effects.

1 in every 4 children in Michigan
live in poverty (22.6%)—a 23%
rate increase between
2006 and 2014.

This model is a multi-year approach that addresses the
relational/cognitive realities of communities through three
lenses—the individual, the institution and the community—and
we address all four research bases around poverty causation.
We educate resourced, educated adults about the realities of
survival, and we provide a co-investigation model for adults
in survival/poverty about the thinking that usually occurs in
resourced environments.

Child poverty is higher for
kids of color (47% for AfricanAmericans and 32% for Hispanics
compared to 16% for white kids).

WHAT KINDS OF RESULTS DO WE GET?
A 2015 study by Elizabeth Wahler, Ph.D., of the Indiana
University School of Social Work found that from the beginning
to the end of the Getting Ahead learning experience there were
statistically significant changes in perceived stress, mental
health and well-being, social support, self-efficacy, hope, goaldirected behavior and planning, and poverty-related knowledge.5

32% employment.

Dubuque, Iowa: In one year, among 119 Getting Ahead graduates,
unemployment dropped from 51 to 25%, full-time employment
doubled, and homelessness dropped from 21 to 7%.

17%

Youngstown, Ohio: Among 300 Getting Ahead graduates,
full-time employment increased from 31 to 76%, and 58% of
graduates pursued postsecondary education.
Muskogee, Okla.: Using the Bridges and Getting Ahead
approaches in efforts to build community sustainability,
Muskogee lowered its overall poverty rate by 7%.

WHY SHOULD SCHOOLS BE THE INITIATORS OF THIS
INFRASTRUCTURE IN THEIR COMMUNITIES?
First, it keeps more students in school, which helps your
financial situation. Schools lose, on average, $7,500 per
student per year when the student drops out of school.
Neighborhood effects really become very impactful in secondary
schools (middle and high), and that is where we normally stop
providing training and assistance to parents and other adults. For
those parents who finish Getting Ahead, it tends to dramatically
change their view of education and they begin “buffering” the
neighborhood effects for their children. They tell their daughters

of children live in a household
where no parent has secure

children in Michigan live in highpoverty neighborhoods (only seven
states have a higher rate) including

18% of American Indians,
55% of African-Americans
and 30% of Latino children.
This year’s best
counties are

The worst
counties are

Livingston (1st)
Ottawa (2nd)
Clinton (3rd)

Lake (82nd)
Clare (81st)
Muskegon (80th)

Michigan League for Public Policy. Kids Count in Michigan Data Book 2016.
Retrieved from www.mlpp.org/kids-count/michigan-2/mi-data-book-2016.
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and sons, ”You will finish school, you will have a future story,
you will assess your resources, etc.” The parents begin to see
schools as partners and the schools increasingly see parents
from poverty as problemsolvers and not as problems.
Second, there is a coming storm for schools—54% of all
children under age 5 in the United States receive federal
Women, Infants and Children assistance, which means that
schools’ incoming population is going to be poorer. Only about
40% of households have school-age children. So as the Baby
Boomers age, there tends to be less public support for schools
among adults. Only 11% of individuals in the lowest 20% of
households finish college. Uneducated and undereducated
women have 2.5 times more children than a college-degreed
woman, and they have children at younger ages, so the
generational cycle repeats more quickly. And all future indicators
are that schooling in this country over the next 20 years will
move to a much larger community framework (away from one
institution). So in short, unless schools do a lot more to build
this invisible infrastructure of support in their communities, their
viability and funding will become more difficult to maintain.
Third, we are now in a knowledge-based economy—intellectual
capital, as the business community calls it. To make a viable
living, one has to be educated. Whereas a high school diploma
50–75 years ago was enough to make a good living, now a
college diploma is the minimum requirement in most cases.
When we were primarily an industrial economy, we built an
interstate highway system—an infrastructure—to enhance our
nation’s well-being. We also must build an infrastructure for a
knowledge-based economy. Otherwise, we will see increasing
separation between the haves and the have-nots. As Abraham
Lincoln stated, a country divided against itself cannot stand.

20
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HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE?
How long does it take to build an interstate highway? A railroad?
A set of cell phone towers to relay signals? A computer network?
Several years (a dozen or even two dozen years). Futurist
Paul Saffo has said it takes 20 years to become an overnight
success.6 This infrastructure is no different.
It can be done. It must be done. The future of this country is at stake.
Ruby K. Payne, Ph.D. is the founder of aha! Process and an author, speaker,
publisher and career educator recognized internationally for her foundational
book/workshop, A Framework for Understanding Poverty. She will be speaking
at the 2016 MASB Annual Leadership Conference, and can be reached at
info@ahaprocess.com or 800.424.9484.
1

Schanzenbach, DW, Boddy, D, Mumford, M & Nantz, G. Fourteen economic
facts on education and economic opportunity. The Hamilton Project. Retrieved
from www.hamiltonproject.org/assets/files/education_facts.pdf, March 2016.

2

Key facts about Texas’ surface transportation system and federal funding. The
Road Information Program. Retrieved from www.tripnet.org/docs/Fact_Sheet_
TX.pdf, January 2016.

3

Seelos, C. The face of poverty. Stanford Social Innovation Review. Retrieved
from ssir.org/articles/entry/the_face_of_poverty, Dec. 18, 2014.

4

DeVol, PE. Getting ahead in a just-gettin’-by world (3rd rev. ed.). aha! Process, 2015.

5

Wahler, E. A. (2015, October 21). Getting ahead in a just-gettin’-by world:
Program evaluation results. Retrieved from http://www.ahaprocess.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/10/GA-Program-Evaluation-Results.pdf

6

Saffo, P. Six rules for effective forecasting. Harvard Business Review. Retrieved
from https://hbr.org/2007/07/six-rules-for-effective-forecasting, July/August 2007.
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Enhance and learn new leadership skills…
Stay up-to-date on education issues…
Share experiences with fellow
board members from around the state…
Take advantage of Certified Board Member (CBA)
classes coming to you this summer:
Aug. 12 & 13
Traverse Bay Area ISD, Traverse City
Friday, Aug. 12
8:45 a.m. – 3:15 p.m.
BP

Board President Workshop

8:45 – 11:45 a.m.
CBA 104
CBA 300

Basic School Law
Superintendent Evaluation

12:15 – 3:15 p.m.
CBA 214
CBA 287

Open Meetings Act
How to Survive Budget Shortfalls

3:30 – 6:30 p.m.
CBA 105
CBA 251
		
CBA 315

Curriculum and Instruction
District Strategic Planning and
Goal Setting
Anatomy of an Audit Report

Saturday, Aug. 13
9 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
ABP Advanced Workshop for Board Presidents
CBA 101 Introduction to School Board Service

9 a.m. – noon
CBA 247
		

Advanced Curriculum: Improving
Student Achievement

12:30 – 3:30 p.m.
CBA 301
		

Superintendent Performance: Goals,
Indicators and Evidence

More information and registration available at www.masb.org.
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A HEROIN EPIDEMIC IS SWEEPING
THROUGH MICHIGAN’S SCHOOLS
By John Tramontana

IT’S BEEN CALLED “HEROIN HIGH.” A MONIKER PINCKNEY HIGH
SCHOOL HAS BEEN FORCED TO CARRY FOR NEARLY A DECADE–
SINGLED OUT FOR A PROBLEM THAT’S BEEN PREVALENT IN SCHOOL
DISTRICTS THROUGHOUT MICHIGAN. NO SCHOOL DISTRICT IS IMMUNE
FROM DRUG ABUSE, BE IT URBAN OR RURAL, LARGE OR SMALL,
EAST SIDE OR WEST SIDE, RICH OR POOR. PINCKNEY IS JUST ONE OF
HUNDREDS OF DISTRICTS IN MICHIGAN BATTLING A WAR ON DRUGS,
TRYING TO KEEP THEM OUT OF THE HANDS OF ITS STUDENTS.
MICHIG A N AS SOCIAT ION of SCHOOL BOARDS | L E A DE RBOA RD
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“Unfortunately, the Pinckney community went through a period
of time in which several community members, not current high
school students as they had already graduated, passed away due
to overdosing on heroin,” said Pinckney Schools Superintendent
Rick Todd. “Although these events were very tragic, the label that
Pinckney High School received from them was not justified, nor
was it reflective of the quality of students we have.”
The deck seems stacked against Pinckney and school districts
throughout the state. According to the Michigan Department of
Health and Human Services, drug overdose deaths in Michigan
rose 14% in 2014 to 1,745. In 2013, there were 1,535 overdose
deaths—continuing an upward trend since 2012. Compare
that to 1999, when there were 455 drug poisoning deaths in
Michigan.1
Drug deaths have escalated so quickly that Gov. Rick Snyder
and the state have assembled a Prescription Drug and Opioid
Abuse Task Force to combat the epidemic.
“Prescription drug and opioid abuse is a problem that is
impacting communities all across our state,” said Lt. Gov. Brian
Calley, Chair of the task force. “We are coming together to
reverse this trend that is hurting Michiganders across every
geographic and demographic category. No family is immune
from this so all families must come together to fight the stigma
of addiction and know that it’s okay to ask for help.”
So rather than fight the label, Todd took a different approach
when he got the top job in Pinckney three years ago. He’s
fighting the problem and has been working with the community
to eliminate drugs and help rebuild the region’s image.
“The first step in tackling any problem is to first acknowledge
that there is an issue, as transparency and ownership is vital in
establishing a community of trust,” Todd said. “Upon becoming
superintendent, I was very open about the issue as I never
wanted to be accused of being a leader who ‘put his head in
the sand,’ as talking about drugs never feels good and can be
very difficult. But the reality is that if we have one student doing
drugs, then we have a drug problem as there is not one life that
is expendable.”
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The rate of heroin-related deaths was highest among younger
adults, aged 25-34 (11.3 per 100,000).2 With heroin becoming
more and more popular among younger people, Todd is taking
notice and working to educate students.
“I started engaging our school community in discussions about
the issue, speaking with both political and business leaders
in the area, along with getting local clergy involved with the
goal of creating a community that stands united and speaks a
common language as we must all be working together,” Todd
explained. “By doing this, we had a community group rise up
called ‘Re-Create Pinckney,’ that focused on uniting everyone in
our community together in hope of creating a culture that values
our youth and engages them in the conversation.”
Todd said it takes parents and others in the community to
participate too. If everyone isn’t working together, it becomes
even more difficult to stop the epidemic. The district has been
educating parents and students about the dangers of heroin
by providing both local and county-wide workshops. Through
Pinckney’s partnership with the Livingston County Sheriff’s
Department and Project Opiate, participants hear directly from
former and current heroin addicts about how the drug has
negatively impacted their lives.
“The worst mistake we can make as parents is to say things like,
‘this won’t affect me or my family,’” Todd advised. “Sadly, young
adults have passed away from heroin in communities throughout
Michigan and this problem is much too great for any one district
or community to combat alone. It is only together that we will
continue to make progress and, hopefully, save the lives of
many young adults as a result.”
“Our staff and community has embraced this challenge as we
are so proud of what we have to offer,” Todd said. “As a result,
we have now created a culture that is very intentional about
sharing and promoting all of the great accomplishments and
opportunities we experience as a district and community as
we understand that it is up to us to change the perception of
Pinckney Community Schools.”
Outside of Michigan, some have decided to take even bolder
action. The Association of Recovery Schools aims to treat
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students for drug abuse while keeping them in school and
focused on graduating. ARS defines recovery schools as
“secondary schools designed specifically for students recovering
from substance use or co-occurring disorders.”
According to a 2015 study by the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, close to 70% of students have tried alcohol by their
senior year in high school, 50% have taken an illegal drug,
almost 40% have smoked cigarettes and more than 20%
have used prescription drugs for nonmedical purposes. Most
students report that their drug dealers, peer groups and habits
originate at school.3
“Traditional high schools are not equipped to care for students
in recovery,” said Kristen Harper, ARS Executive Director. “They
do not have the training, personnel or expertise to meet the
developmental needs of students with substance use disorder.
By providing a smaller, recovery-oriented environment, students
feel safe and supported, therefore able to thrive academically.”
Recovery schools have random drug testing, relapse prevention,
peer supports, counselors and recovery coaches available and
weekly accountability meetings. ARS research shows students
in recovery schools average a 2.91 GPA, an attendance rate
of 91%, graduation rate of 83%, and more than 85% go on to
college or join the Armed Forces. These rates, ARS claims, are
above average compared to averages of national public high
school outcomes.3

There are currently 36 recovery schools nationwide in 15 states.
Harper said they began as a result of parents, community members
and key stakeholders coming together to combat the problem.
“Students who were going to treatment and returning to their
schools of origin were not sustaining their recovery and were
not successful,” Harper said. “By providing the students with
an alternative, recovery-focused environment, schools and their
districts have been able to retain more students as a direct result.”
Once recovery school personnel believe students are ready to
return to their regular high schools, they assimilate back into
their communities. Recovery schools are funded mostly through
a combination of fundraising and public dollars. While there are
currently no such schools in Michigan, preliminary conversations
are taking place to bring a recovery school to the state.
“ARS is working diligently with community stakeholders to assess the
best model or type of recovery school for Michigan,” Harper said.
John Tramontana is MASB’s Director of Communications, PR & Marketing,
and can be reached at jtramontana@masb.org or 517.327.5908.
1

Michigan Department of Health & Human Services. Prescription Drug and
Opioid Abuse Deaths Continue to Rise in 2014 Press Release. March 7, 2016.

2

Johnston, Lloyd D., O’Malley, Patrick M., Miech, Richard A., Bachman, Jerald
G., Schulenberg, John E. Monitoring the Future: National Survey Results
on Drug Use 1975-2015, Overview: Key Findings on Adolescent Drug Use.
December 2015.

3

Association of Recovery Schools. 2016 Biennial Report: State of Recovery High
Schools. March 2016.

Harper said the success is mostly attributed to peer support.
“These students hold each other accountable as they work
toward recovery,” she said.
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A QUIET

DANGER

LURKS IN EVERY DISTRICT…
AT EVERY BOARD TABLE
By Donna Oser, CAE

Poverty. Drugs. Social media. Bullying. Whether they live in a suburb,
a city or amidst rolling farm fields, today’s students are surrounded
by an incomprehensible variety of dangers. As school leaders, we are
becoming increasingly aware of such threats to students and work
collaboratively with families and community members to mitigate
them. But what if there was something that threatened every student
in our school districts and it was within our power as a trustee of the
school board to eradicate it? There is and we can.

Failing to set and communicate expectations for student learning is a
potentially calamitous Unmade Decision. Consequences of that range
from an overall lack of direction and priorities in a district, to failure to
provide students with the knowledge and skills they need to be successful
in life. Whether considering a large, urban district on the Atlantic coast
with a 2012 graduation rate of only 55% or our own district’s third graders
who are struggling with reading comprehension—learning is the primary
concern of the board of education.

Believe it or not, the danger in question is the Unmade Decision. That’s
right. School boards make hundreds of decisions each year at the board
table. Decisions are essential to the effective operation of the school
district and, as such, have a direct impact on student safety and student
learning. So when decisions are not made—for whatever reason—that
also has a direct impact on both student safety and student learning.

HOLD THE SCHOOL DISTRICT ACCOUNTABLE
FOR MEETING STUDENT LEARNING
EXPECTATIONS.

Consider the following decisions which, if left unmade, can have grave
consequences for our students:

SET AND COMMUNICATE HIGH
EXPECTATIONS FOR STUDENT LEARNING.

Doing so is paramount. There is no work more important for the board
of education. Public schools exist to ensure the students who attend
them are provided an opportunity to learn and develop into productive
members of society.
Board trustees may, at times, feel intimidated by the complexity of
education. And we may question our own ability to establish student
learning expectations when we are not educators. But our charge is clear—
schools are in the business of learning and school boards govern school
districts.
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Leading a school district—and striving to ensure that learning occurs for
every student—isn’t for the faint of heart. The superintendent and staff of a
school district are employed to do one thing: work toward the attainment
of the objectives that have been established for student learning. Each of
their respective roles and contributions toward the attainment of those
objectives may look very different, but their mission should be clear. It is
the responsibility of the school board to hold the superintendent, and by
extension, the entire district accountable for meeting their student learning
expectations. Failing to do so is as grave an Unmade Decision as failing to
set high expectations for student learning to begin with.

MODEL RESPONSIBLE SCHOOL DISTRICT
GOVERNANCE AS AN EFFECTIVE AND
COLLABORATIVE TEAM.

“Leadership is a relationship between those who aspire to lead and
those who choose to follow.”1 It is critical to the health and effectiveness
of the school district that all members of the school board and the
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superintendent function as a team. This means managing our own behaviors,
relationships, expectations and structures so that we are a functional team
that garners the respect and trust of the families, district employees and
citizens of our communities. Doing so is a decision that requires constant
effort and monitoring.

WHAT DO WE WANT OUR STUDENTS TO BE
ABLE TO KNOW AND DO WHEN THEY EARN A
DIPLOMA FROM OUR SCHOOL DISTRICT?

Consider this: showing up for meetings and saying whatever we’d like, failing
to make the effort to foster healthy relationships with fellow board trustees
and the superintendent, refusing to work toward consensus—such actions
all illustrate that we have not made the decision to model responsible school
district governance. This Unmade Decision is a cancer that can spread
throughout our organizations.

WHAT EVIDENCE OF INCREMENTAL
PROGRESS TOWARD THAT GOAL CAN WE
EXPECT TO SEE?

When we say our primary focus is the students but act in ways that pit people
against one another or prevent forward progress and decisionmaking, we are
not modeling good governance. We are at serious risk of losing credibility
with those we serve. We must remember that following is a choice and
leadership a trust.

CREATE DISTRICT-WIDE CONDITIONS FOR
STUDENT AND STAFF SUCCESS.

Boards of education are stewards of public resources related to the school
district. Resources include financial, human and all other assets. It is the
responsibility of the school board to see that these resources are used wisely
and effectively to attain learning outcomes.2 Conditions for student success
encompass all sorts of things, such as what is taught, who does the teaching,
where teaching occurs, resources that support teaching and learning…
every single book, computer, person, place and policy that makes up a school
district. When school boards hesitate or avoid actively managing those
conditions, well this too is a dire Unmade Decision.

WHAT PROGRESS HAS BEEN MADE TOWARD
THE GOALS WE ESTABLISHED?
WHAT EVIDENCE OF PROGRESS TOWARD
THAT GOAL DO WE SEE?

WATCH A VIDEO OF YOUR BOARD MEETING
OR READ THE MINUTES.
ARE YOUR BOARD AND SUPERINTENDENT
MODELING EFFECTIVE GOVERNANCE?
DO YOUR COLLECTIVE BEHAVIORS AND
ACTIONS INSPIRE PEOPLE TO FOLLOW YOU?
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Nearly every school district in the state is experiencing the
challenge of declining enrollment. Michigan’s population of
children from birth to 17 years of age has dropped nearly 10%
since 20063 and we’re likely to lose an additional 75,000 students
in the next five years. Boards of education must manage this
downsizing. The rate of decline is not expected to slow until
2020.4 While it may be tempting, failing to manage learning
conditions including declining enrollment may be one of the
most catastrophic Unmade Decisions.
Active management of learning conditions includes many
difficult decisions—expelling students, downsizing staff, closing
beloved buildings, scaling back programs, shared services, etc.
Making these decisions is terrifically difficult and sometimes
heartbreaking for us and our communities. They are, however,
the decisions school board trustees are elected to make. The
public may rail against a decision and stakeholders may lobby us
for a different course of action, but it is the school board who has
the detailed information, intimate knowledge of circumstances
and the responsibility to make such decisions. The harsh reality
is that our students cannot learn in a district that doesn’t exist.
And our students shouldn’t have to learn in a district that isn’t
safe or managed to create the best possible outcomes for them.
Making decisions is an active process. As school board trustees
we must make and follow through on:
••

setting and communicating high expectations for
student learning;
•• holding the school district accountable for meeting
student learning expectations;
•• modeling responsible school district governance as an
effective and collaborative team; and
•• creating district-wide conditions for student and staff
success.
In closing, there is no place in school district leadership for
passivity or procrastination. Such is the stuff Unmade Decisions
are made of. We must decide to lead our districts today and
every day—doing so is in the best interest of our students, their
learning and their safety.
Donna Oser, CAE is MASB’s Director of Leadership Development and
Executive Search Services, and can be reached at doser@masb.org or
517.327.5923.
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Kouzes, James and Posner, Barry. The Five Practices of Exemplary
Leadership. 2000, Pfeiffer.

2

Becoming a Better Board Member: A Guide to Effective School Board
Service, 2006, National School Boards Association.

3

Kids Count in Michigan Data Book 2016, Michigan League for Public
Policy.

4

Michigan House Fiscal Agency.
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SCHOOL
INFRASTRUCTURE
SUPPORT LAGGING IN MICHIGAN
By Jennifer Smith
Infrastructure has been in the news a lot lately. From school
buildings in Detroit to lead pipes in Flint, it affects our daily lives.
So how do you address it for the safety of your students?
In Michigan, the answer isn’t easy. Michigan is one of a few states
that does not have state monetary support for school infrastructure
improvements. A district must go to its voters and ask them to
support it through increased taxes for bonds or sinking funds. This
is not always an easy task for a district and its leaders.
In 2015, 45% of bonds that went before the voters failed.
The bonds covered things like construction of new buildings,
upgrades or remodeling for existing buildings, technology
advancements and improvements to noninstructional properties.
These bonds varied in amounts from $2 to 78 million.1
In the case of Pittsford Area Schools, three different bond
proposals have been rejected by the voters since August 2015,
including a $4.4 million bond for remodeling and re-equipping
school buildings including mechanical, plumbing and electrical
fixes.1 This district did finally get a $910,000 bond passed to fix
the roofs of the buildings, but that leaves them trying to figure
out how to address the other pressing issues.
Loss of funds for local municipalities and townships through
revenue sharing, tax abatements and tax cuts exacerbates the
problem. The lack of inflationary increases in funding for our
schools can also lead to a disinvestment in maintenance and
upkeep of buildings. These small increases in funding create
tough budgetary decisions as districts work to continue their
educational programs while maintaining their facilities.
Other states have programs that support school infrastructure.
For example, Georgia has a capital outlay program. The state
has criteria and approves the projects and sells bonds to pay its
portion. In Iowa, a penny from the state sales tax goes back to
schools on a per-pupil basis to be used for infrastructure. And in
New Jersey, the state matches a percentage of the total cost.
In Michigan, universities and community colleges are included in
the capital outlay budget. Under that process, the state matches
up to 75% of the construction costs. Proposed projects for
universities for the next fiscal year total more than $335 million
in state funds. This is one area that could be considered to be
expanded to public schools.
Another approach was introduced recently. House Bill
5353 would create the Michigan Infrastructure Repair Bond
Authorization Act. This would allow the state to bond for up to
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$1 billion to finance public infrastructure improvements for local
units of government and school districts.
The dire situations we face in Detroit, Flint and less publicized
places throughout the state are calling for a state solution. It’s time
to have that debate—how do we fully fund and sustain the physical
infrastructure that surrounds and protects our students? We owe
it to our communities and to our children to do better by holding
people accountable and finding solutions that work. Every child
in Michigan deserves a quality public education and the physical
environment plays a large part of a student’s overall learning.
MASB looks forward to working with the Governor and the
Legislature to address these issues. It is our hope that HB 5353
and other legislative interest will help start the conversation on
a bigger, policy-driven stage to reach a solution to a crumbling
problem.
Jennifer Smith is MASB’s Director of Government Relations, and can be reached
at jsmith@masb.org or 517.327.5912.
1

Michigan Department of Treasury. School Elections for State Qualified
bonds 1996-Present website, https://treas-secure.state.mi.us/apps/
findschoolbondelectinfo.asp

Available 24/7, NaviGate Prepared®, provides eyes-on access to emergency
protocol and facility information. Securely organized in one easy-to-access
location, school officials and emergency responders can use the up-to-date
information to train, improve, and take action when needed.
DRILL LOGS

FLIPCHARTS

INTERACTIVE FLOOR PLANS

VIRTUAL BINDERS & DOCUMENTS

• Manage & Schedule Annual Drills
• Drill Statistics
• Reminders & Email Alerts
• Print Drill Logs
• Post to District Website
• 360-Degree Images
• Color-Coded Floor Plans
• Safety Icons
• Live Video Feed

• Customizable
• Easy to Update and Distribute
• Continued Offline Access
• Available on Apple & Android Devices

• All Safety Information in One Location
• Easy to Organize

NaviGate Prepared® by Lauren Innovations | 866.861.7400
1776 Tech Park Drive NE Suite 221, New Philadelphia, Ohio 44663
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KEEPING OUR
STUDENT-ATHLETES SAFE
By Jack Roberts

The national narrative is not our story. That’s been the mindset of
the Michigan High School Athletic Association on many sports
issues; and it’s never been more necessary than now on the topic of
concussions.

Mandated Concussion Reports—MHSAA required for the first
time this year that member high schools report possible concussions
by their student-athletes. This is in all sports, both practice and
competition, for both girls and boys.

Hollywood’s December 2015 release of the movie “Concussion” and
revelation after revelation of diseased NFL veterans tend to condemn
the sport. In spite of its bad press, the NFL product roars on, setting
records for its reach and revenue.

Schools report possible concussions online via the MHSAA website.
Reports are then examined by members of the MHSAA staff, who
follow up with school administrators as those student-athletes
continue to receive care and eventually return to play. Student privacy
is protected.

Apparently the NFL is “too big to fail,” so critics attack an easier
target—amateur youth football. Other critics call for an end to football
but swallow their whistle regarding boxing and the even more barbaric
ultimate fighting.
In sharp contrast, we hope, to the hypocrisy of the national narrative
is the story of school sports in Michigan. We cannot speak for levels
above or below us, but school-sponsored football has never been safer,
for obvious reasons—the equipment has never been more protective;
coaches have never received more health and safety training; playing
rules have never been more safety-oriented; and officials have never
had more authority to penalize unsafe play. But in our story, football
is not the only concern. Our health and safety efforts address all
sports and both genders, and the 2015-2016 school year provides three
significant examples.
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Preliminary data from the fall season shows 2% of more than 100,000
high school athletes experienced concussions, and 27% of high
schools responding reported that none of their athletes experienced
concussions while participating in MHSAA sports.
Football, the season’s most-played sport with 39% of all fall
participants, revealed 79% of all concussions reported. Boys’ soccer,
with nearly 14% of all participants, revealed 11% of all concussions
reported.
While reports are tentative for winter sports and it’s early in the spring
sports season, it appears that in each case it will be a girls’ sport that
has the most concussions, underscoring the theme that districts must
be concerned about concussions in all sports and for both genders.
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A full breakdown of the data, including concussions by gender, sport,
team level (varsity through junior high) and setting (practice or event)
will be reported late this summer.
Sideline Concussion Detection—Last fall, MHSAA became the first
state association to offer pilot sideline concussion testing, with 62 schools
taking part in one of two programs. Some of the pilot objectives were
to increase awareness of concussions and improve sideline detection.
Preliminary results indicate that the average number of possible
concussions reported by pilot schools exceeds the average reported by
schools outside the pilot group.
Of 36 schools reporting the most concussions last fall, 11 are part of the
MHSAA’s pilot sideline detection programs. Those programs—KingDevick Test and XLNTbrain Sport—utilize technology to provide onsite
testing of athletes who have sustained possible concussions, with results
of those examinations compared against baseline tests previously taken
by athletes.
Concussion Care Insurance—MHSAA also is the first state association
to provide all participants at every member high school and junior high/
middle school with insurance intended to pay accident medical expense
benefits—covering deductibles and copays left unpaid by other policies—
resulting from head injuries sustained during school practices or
competitions. This coverage is at no cost to either the schools or families.
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While the insurance program will produce additional data about the
frequency and severity of head injuries, the principal purpose of this
initiative is to assure that families with no insurance, or insurance
with high deductibles or co-pays, will not delay in seeking prompt,
professional medical attention if their child shows signs of concussion
after a practice or competition.
Again, this insurance is for all sports, both practice and competition, for
both boys and girls; and it’s for all MHSAA member schools, grades 7
through 12. It will apply to the sixth grade for those school districts that
join the MHSAA at that level, which will be possible for the first time in
2016-2017.
Visit the Health & Safety page of MHSAA.com for information and
forms.
Jack Roberts is MHSAA’s Executive Director, and can be reached at
jack@mhsaa.com or 517.332.5046.
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Does Your Board Take

RESPONSIBILITY
for the Well-Being and Improvement
of Your Community?
By Debbie Stair
Part three in our series focusing on the key work of school boards.

When you made the decision to run for office your inner dialogue
probably included some ideas about being a community leader.
And when you ran for the board, you likely did a significant
amount of community outreach to parents, businesses,
community organizations and maybe even other elected officials.
That outreach shouldn’t stop once you are elected—in reality
that was only the beginning. The difference after the election is
that it is less of an individual activity and more of a group one. It
should be part of your school board’s formal outreach plan.

• Businesses—by engaging them in significant ways; not just
fundraising.
• Local Government—by supporting a structure that best
serves your common constituents.
People commit to a group or an organization because they gain
something important from their involvement. When you invite
them to become involved, you are not only asking for their help,
you are offering them an opportunity to be a part of a significant
achievement.

Effective boards recognize public schooling’s impact on the
community, and understand how strong connections mean
everyone is invested in successful schools.1 Boards should
consider working with the following groups to form effective
partnerships that commit to the success of the students in your
community:

Leaders can’t accomplish great things alone and neither can
schools. They need the help and support of those around them.3
People follow people they can believe in, who they trust to help
them achieve their goals.

• Legislators—by forming a relationship with them prior to
asking for support on an issue, as well as being a resource
for them as they consider legislation that impacts your
community.2
• Family and Community Members—by ensuring that you create
a climate of meaningful involvement in their schools, as well
as opportunities to gather feedback on important issues.
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Boards can improve the level of trust
placed in them by. . .
Supporting a communications infrastructure that practices twoway communication.
The board understands that the community must be regularly
informed of progress in the district; not just when a ballot
issue is before the voters. It also makes sure that a
mechanism for feedback exists at all levels and is
clearly understood by all.
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Focusing on issues that unite,
not divide.
The board understands its role in consensus building, finding
common ground and creating opportunities to work toward
mutually beneficial goals. It’s all too easy to spend our time
on areas of disagreement often missing opportunities for
collaboration and problemsolving.

Modeling collaboration for others.

Leaders can’t accomplish great things alone
and neither can schools. They need the help
and support of those around them.3 People
follow people they can believe in, who they
trust to help them achieve their goals.

The board understands that the way they behave at the board
table and out in public sends a message to the staff and
community about the culture of the district. Boards should
model appreciation and respect, making sure to discuss issues
and not people, as well as valuing different opinions and the role
they play in a healthy decisionmaking process. The board takes
great pride in effective governance behaviors and self-assesses
regularly; guiding its own growth and development based upon
the assessment outcome.4
Is your board ready to be a community leader?

SERVICES GROUP

Debbie Stair is MASB’s Board Development Manager, and
can be reached at dstair@masb.org or 517.327.5904.
1

Community Leadership, 2015. Key Work of School
Boards Guidebook, National School Boards Association.

2

Blackwell, J. Empowering School Leaders, 2006.

3

Vollmer, J. Schools Cannot Do It Alone, 2010.

4

Eight Characteristics of Effective School Boards, 2011.
Center for Public Education.
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America’s Premier
FACILIT Y SERVICES COMPANY

Freedom to focus
on your core
education mission.
CUSTODIAL
SERVICES

FACILITIES OPERATIONS AND
MAINTENANCE

GROUNDS AND ATHLETIC FIELD
MANAGEMENT

Your Solution for Superior
Facility
Services
Find out
how GCA
can help.
WHO WE ARE

Contact Craig Wall:

America’s Premier Facility Services Company, committed to providing our customers with the cleanest, safest, and
best maintained buildings and grounds possible—and exceeding our customers’ expectations every day.

OUR SERVICES
•
•

Comprehensive custodial services
Facilities operations and maintenance

•

Grounds and athletic field management
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GCA AT A GLANCE

248-568-4735, cwall@gcaservices.com
HOW YOU BENEFIT
www.gcaservices.com/k-12
• Reduced
costs
•

Cleaner, safer, and better maintained
buildings and grounds

•

Operational improvement

•

Reduced administrative burden

•

Additional resources

•

Reduced liability
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WHO
DO YOU
TRUST?
Finding a new Superintendent to lead
your district is challenging. Where do you
start? What type of candidate are you
looking for? You need someone you can
trust to help find the right fit.
• MASB’s Executive Search Services supports
your board throughout the entire search
process—from announcement throughout
the new superintendent’s first year.
• We engage the community in the process,
which translates to greater confidence in
the board of education and its decision.
• MASB has helped more boards find
superintendents than any other search
firm in Michigan.

TRUST OUR EXPERIENCE.
TRUST OUR EXPERTISE.
TRUST MASB’S
EXECUTIVE SEARCH SERVICES.

EXECUTIVE SEARCH SERVICES
Donna Oser, Director
517.327.5923 | doser@masb.org
Alexis Mollitor, MBA, Manager
517.327.5927 | amollitor@masb.org
Photo © Can Stock Photo Inc. / HaywireMedia

The Importance of Data
Collaboration in Education
By Don Dailey

In our current environment where we are expecting students to
perform at higher and higher levels, the importance of using
information to help guide student achievement is critical.
However, we continue to struggle at local districts, ISDs and
even at the state level to effectively use data. We are data rich,
but information poor. We have data in so many systems, that
it is a daunting task to gather all of the information together.
Attempts to integrate systems so that the data is in one
place and available to all who need it to inform instruction are
expensive and isolated to those who have the technical capacity
to undertake the effort. Clearly, this is an issue that we need to
address in order to effectively educate students.
Through the Technology Readiness Infrastructure Grant, the
Data Integration Activity has taken the lead on addressing the
information challenges we face as an educational enterprise
in Michigan. The vision of the Data Integration Activity is “to
streamline the use of educational information statewide through
common data and common solutions.” To achieve that vision,
we have worked to create a system of regional “data hubs” that
serve as a conduit to route information between school data
systems and between local districts and the state of Michigan.
In addition to exchanging information between systems, the data
hubs also establish a database for each district that serves as
a source of actionable information. That database, called an
operational data store, differs from a data warehouse in that it
is a current, up-to-date snapshot of district information compiled
from all of the systems integrated.
The data hubs serve as a platform to promote collaborative
solutions to address the common information issues that we
experience as we work to produce well-educated students. A few
of these collaborative solutions include:

initiatives, such as common dashboards for evaluation of
priority and focus schools
• Creation of an application store where stakeholders can
select tested applications that they know are well integrated
because of the data hubs
• Establishing a statewide single sign-on that will allow users
to easily move between state and local applications
• Promoting best practices in data privacy and security
through FERPA training, the use of data encryption and data
profiles that limit access to just the data needed
• Providing the ability to collaborate with other states by
sharing our uses of the Ed-Fi Alliance platform with others
and utilizing work developed in other states
Development of the data hubs has been underway for about two
years, but the project is already showing a great deal of promise.
System vendors are adopting the Ed-Fi standard, districts are
beginning to come onboard, the SSO is being adopted and
significant development work is in progress to realize educational
dashboards and state reporting.
These are only the tip of the iceberg as this solution expands
and evolves over time. As educational leaders, we hope that
you will promote district participation in the use and growth of
this system. Working together, we can make a huge impact on
education through improved use of information.
Don Dailey is TRIG’s Data Integration Project Manager, and can be reached at
don.dailey@kresa.org.

• Standardized connectors to the most often-used systems in
the state
• Ability to extend the data to include elements needed by
various educational stakeholders
• Ability to provide dashboards and reports with actionable
data
• Capability to easily transfer data between systems, such as
transcript and assessment information
• Serving as a great collaboration point for statewide
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MAKING YOUR

MEMBERSHIP
WORK FOR YOU
By Angela Kanazeh, M.S., CMP

As your school board membership organization,
MASB exists to:
•• Provide you with information on current
education trends and legislation;
•• Connect you with like-minded school
leaders;
•• Save your district time and money; and
•• Make a positive impact on public education
around the state.
The Association offers numerous exclusive
member benefits; read on for ways to maximize
them for both you and your district.

BE INFORMED
MASB has many modes in which it distributes
relevant and timely news to expand your
knowledge about public education. The most
familiar publications are the weekly e-newsletter
(DashBoard), monthly video newscast
(StoryBoard) and the magazine (LeaderBoard). In
addition, members also receive access to breaking
news through special communications (like News
From the Capitol) and social media, white papers,
member-only Web content and guides. The goal of
MASB’s extensive communications is to empower
you as a public education leader.
The majority of MASB’s communication is done
via email. If you’re not receiving messages from
us we do not have a current email address for you.
Please update your preferred email for MASB
communications by logging in to our website at
www.masb.org.

SHARE AND STAY
CONNECTED
With more than 4,000 school board members in
the state, there is much we can learn from each
other, not to mention the impact we can make
with the power of our collective voice.
Stay connected by sharing ideas with peers, asking
for advice from staff and mentors or by volunteering.
Members have told us that they find value in learning
best practices from other districts and board
members through MASB’s comprehensive training.
Board Member Certification (CBA) classes and other
events help board members from across the state
connect and stay informed about current issues so
you can efficiently deal with whatever is facing your
district, such as legal matters, tight budgets or policy
decisions.
Additionally, your input is important in establishing
the Association’s legislative priorities. MASB
advocates for public education and works to
strengthen the lines of communication between
you and state and nationally elected officials by
representing the views of member districts. To
do this successfully, MASB needs to know the
membership’s opinion on everything from epi-pens
to building infrastructure.

SAVE TIME AND MONEY

Shield of Michigan, provide member districts
with products that serve the specific needs of the
education community. Other services, such as U.S.
Communities, a national purchasing program,
and Michigan Purchasing Card Consortium save
district staff time and effort while conserving
district funds.
Boards are charged with making pivotal
decisions that have important and far-reaching
consequences for students, parents, employees
and communities and a strong team can improve
student achievement. MASB offers customized
workshops such as goal setting and facilitated
superintendent evaluation that can help you
develop efficiencies and strengthen your
leadership team.
Again, MASB is here to support you in your role
as a school board member. We are committed to
providing tools and partnering with board teams
so you can reach your goals and govern effectively.
To learn more about the programs and services
available exclusively to MASB members, contact
us at 800.968.4627 or visit www.masb.org.
Angela Kanazeh, M.S., CMP is MASB’s Membership
Engagement Manager, and can be reached at
akanazeh@masb.org or 517.327.5938.

MASB membership provides access to a variety
of solutions to save your district staff and board
time and money. Insurance programs, including
MASB SET SEG Workers Compensation and
Property Casualty Pools and Blue Cross Blue
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13,000

SUBS
per

DAY

97%
FILL RATE
For more than a decade, PESG has brought
savings and simplicity to school districts by
providing top-of-the-class substitute staffing
and educational services.
How can PESG serve you?

www.mypesg.com

Communicating in
By Gerri Allen
Schools can better protect students from internal and external
threats by planning for and implementing crisis communication.
The goals are to keep people safe and the public informed while
maintaining the privacy of those affected.

Before a Crisis: Plan/Prepare
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

Be proactive. At some time—when you least expect it—a crisis
will impact your school.
Establish a Crisis Communication Team (superintendent,
assistant superintendent, communication director, safety officer,
school nurse, building principals, teacher leaders, others).
Develop a district Crisis Communication Plan. Keep immediate
crisis response instructions simple and short (one page or less),
so they’re easy to use.
Hold a tabletop exercise annually to discover how well your plan
works.
Maintain good community relationships year round. They can
help identify key contacts, aid communication, reduce impact
and speed recovery.
Scan the environment. When a crisis hits your community ask:
how does this impact our schools? Are we connected to this
issue via staff, students, alumni, families, board, facilities, etc.?
Attend training. MASB, MSPRA and other groups have crisis
communication sessions.

CRISIS!
7.

8.
9.

media through established communication channels. Always
communicate internally first.
Notify local media as soon as possible—before they learn from
police scanners, phone calls or social media. This is your chance
to frame the issue (and give local media priority over national).
Speak with one voice. Coordinate messages with other agencies
as needed.
Anticipate (and help meet) the needs of those impacted.

After a Crisis: Appreciate/Evaluate
1.
2.
3.
4.

Thank those who helped.
Determine if it was preventable or predictable. Examine ways to
address similar, future situations.
Evaluate your communication response. Improve your plan.
Follow up with a positive story to the local media when possible.

While schools may not be able to predict a crisis, they must always
be able to communicate about one— factually, quickly and clearly.
To learn more, contact your district’s communication staff or MASB’s
Communications, PR & Marketing Department.
Gerri Allen is the Executive Director of the Michigan School Public Relations
Association, and can be reached at gallen48@juno.com or 248.467.1288.

During a Crisis: Act/Communicate
1.
2.
3.

4.

Follow your Crisis Communication Plan.
Convene the Crisis Team. Assess the situation and its impact.
Prepare an official statement. Organize basic facts, clearly and
concisely. Add details as they become known/as the situation
changes.
Develop Key Messages/Talking Points about:
•• Addressing the safety and well-being of students,
families and staff as your first priority
•• Investigating the situation/cooperating with authorities
in their investigation
•• Working with officials/agencies to resolve the situation/
address the issue/develop a solution
•• Keeping stakeholders informed through: hotline,
notification system, website, etc.
•• Meeting the needs of those who have been impacted
(e.g., having counselors available)

5.
6.

Tell receptionists/administrative assistants where to direct
phone calls.
Communicate fact-based information and key messages early
and regularly to your board, staff, parents, the community and
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EVENTS CALENDAR
MAY 31, 2016

AUG. 13, 2016

MASB/MASA Legislative Conference

Advanced Board President Workshop

LANSING CENTER, LANSING

TRAVERSE BAY AREA ISD, TRAVERSE CITY

JUNE 6, 2016

SEPT. 23 – 24, 2016

MARQUETTE-ALGER RESA, MARQUETTE

MASB HEADQUARTERS, LANSING

JUNE 11, 2016

NOV. 10 – 13, 2016

Ethics in Action (CBA 327)

NSBA Equity Symposium
MARRIOTT MARQUIS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

CBA Classes

Annual Leadership Conference,
Exhibit Show and CBA Classes
RENAISSANCE CENTER, DETROIT

JUNE 12 – 14, 2016

NSBA Advocacy Institute
MARRIOTT MARQUIS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

DEC. 3, 2016

CBA Classes

MARQUETTE-ALGER RESA, MARQUETTE

AUG. 12, 2016

Board President Workshop
TRAVERSE BAY AREA ISD, TRAVERSE CITY

DEC. 9 – 10, 2016

CBA Classes

MASB HEADQUARTERS, LANSING

AUG. 12 – 13, 2016

CBA Classes

TRAVERSE BAY AREA ISD, TRAVERSE CITY
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For more information about these events, visit the MASB website,
www.masb.org, or call 517.327.5900.
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NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

State Models for
Lowering Danger
Risks to Students
By Stacy Bogard, CAE

Following are states that have the lowest rates of common dangers
that face our public schoolchildren. The steps they have taken to
achieve this may serve as a model for Michigan.

There are many factors that contribute to avoiding dangerous
situations. As an individual, it can be anything from ease of
accessibility to religious beliefs. As a state, different laws play a
role, as well as population, the economy, location and more.

Lowest Poverty Level:

No School Shootings Since 2013:

New Hampshire1

Connecticut, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North
Dakota, Rhode Island, Vermont, West
Virginia and Wyoming2

Lowest Rate of
Cigarette Smoking:

Highest Rate of Treatment
for Depression:

California4

Minnesota5

Lowest Rate of
Alcohol Use:
Utah3

Lowest Rate of
Illicit Drug Use:
Iowa5

Stacy Bogard, CAE is MASB’s Assistant Director for Communications, PR & Marketing, and can be reached at sbogard@masb.org or 517.327.5907.
1

Wikipedia, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S._states_by_poverty_rate.

2

Every Town for Gun Safety, everytownresearch.org/school-shootings/2928/.

3

CRC Health, www.crchealth.com/troubled-teenagers/teenage-substance-abuse/
adolescent-substance-abuse/state-stats/.
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4

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, www.samhsa.gov/
newsroom/press-announcements/201505180100.

5

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, www.samhsa.gov/
data/browse-report-document-type?tab=46
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MASB CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Powers & Duties of a Local School Board

Down
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Michigan Association
of School Boards
1001 Centennial Way, Ste. 400
Lansing, MI 48917
MASB.org

Advocate for Michigan
Public Schools at the 2016
Legislative Conference
May 31, 2016
Lansing Center
7:15 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
• Breakout sessions include the policy agenda in Lansing and
an update on the current status of the School Aid Budget,
as well as other hot topics.
• A legislative panel is being planned with Senators and
Representatives.
• After adjournment, head to the Capitol to meet with your
legislators, sit in on a committee meeting or check out a
legislative session.

Generously Supported by:

Visit www.masb.org/legislative-conference.aspx
for more details and to register today!

